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EDITORIAL

High Spirits
Deana Autry suggests that you check
out The New World Spirits' latest CD
"CreeperWeed." See Rat's Reviews
in the Features section.

UM-St. Louis students express their freedom of speech in Letters to the Editor.

FEATURES
SUrfing the internet: A how-to story on
getting information off the internet at UM
St. Louis.
SPORTS
The Rivermen beat Washington U. 181 on Tuesday . See story in Sports .
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Bosley speaks on crime at PSA event
by Amy Pierce '
associate news editor
St. Louis Mayor Freeman Bosley
Jr. attended a meeting Thursday night
sponsored by the Political Science
. Academy.
The meeting was held at the home
of associate professor of political sci.
ence' Lana Stein.
Eric Barnhart, president of the
Political Science Academy, presented
Bosley with a UM-St. Louis cap and
sweatshin. Bosley thanked the Political Science Academy for being
supportive of him and for the gift.
The mayor gave an informal
speech, and then answered questions
from members of the audience.
Boselyspoke of his views on
crime, housing, education and jobs.
He said it was important to think of
these problems as in terconnected and
not separate
"Everyone always wants to give
me advice," he said. "They say, You
need to do something about crime,
you need to do something about education. Then, others will say the problem isn't crime or education, it's the
jobs." Other people who approached
Bosley said he shouldn't worry about
crime, education, Of jobs, the real
problem that needs to be fixed is
housing, in order to stabilize neighborhoods. The mayor said that all of
these problems are related.

"Crime, education, jobs, and
housing are all thought of as singular
problems, just like in school they
<uways teach subjects like reading,
writing, and math separately," Bosley
said. "We need to stop thinking singularly and start thinking connected. "
Bosley spoke on how he plans to

crimes and ask: them 'Why ....
And that is exactly what mayor
Bosley has been doing. He met with
the gangs that had been committing
crime in the St. Louis area. He asked
them why they act so violent. .
From talking to the gang members, Bosley learned about the cul-

Photo: Monica Senecal

St. Louis Mayor Freeman Bosley Jr. speaks with (L-R) Lisa
Delorenzo, Political Science graduate, and Linda Kowalcky, assistant professor of Political Science, at last week's PSA meetl ng .
stop crime in St. Louis.
"People can talk ali they want and
say, 'that thing need to be fixed', but
that will not solve anything," Bosley
said. "We have to go out and find the
problem, fmd out who is causing the

rure of the gangs. Bosley said that
violence is just like recreation to them.
Bosley also found out other things
about the gang members. He learned
that the teenagers love to play basketball. So, he helped arrange a mid-

night basketball league.
Riverview and Northwest High
Schools are open every night until 12
a.m . All of the recreation centers are
open until 10 p.m.
Up until the implementation of
the mayor's plan, many areas of St .
Louis city were riddled with crime.
Bosley said the crime rate dropped in
certain areas of the city because of
the midnight basketball program.
Bosley said it wasn't hard to find
an answer to the problem.
"I found out the problem and
talked with the prople who were causing the crime," Bosley said. "Now
the crime rate has dropped."
The mayor explained that it cost
Jess to start programs like midnight
basketball than it does to pay for
prison costs in the future. According
to Bosley the new programs have
actually kept teens out of jail.
After the mayor's informal speech
and the question and answer session,
the Political Science Academy elected
new officers.
The president for the 1995-96
academic year is Political Science
student Benjamin Ash.'The new vice
president is Brian DeBernardi, also a
Political Science student. The new
secretary and treasure is Clint Zweifel.
Scott Plackemeier waS elected as
1995-96 SGA Assembly Representative.
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Pierce to replace
Lehmkuhle ase'hair
for 1995·96 Senate
byMaUhewJ. Forsyt he .

fied to be on committees. Those
ballots will be voted on at the next
Senate meeting to determine who
is
In its first meeting of the year, . on what committee for the 1995.
. .
the 199.5-96 Senate elected Lois 96 school year.
A report trom H erma n
Pierce as chairworrian.
. Pierce brings her experience in Smith, the presiding officer fo r
. helping others to the job. She is an the Faculty Council,centered
associate professqf and chair- . around · the faculty silrvey which
woman of the Department of So- . evaluated the UM-St. Louis Salcial Work. Pierce also has Senate ary-increase practices . .
Smith said the survey, the first
experience having worked on the
Inter-Campus Faculty Council, the of its kind_ever do~e, was filled
Committee on Committees, the By- out by 70 percent of the faculty
laws Committee and Financial Aid and underscored the faculty's
. widespread dissatisfaction · with
committee.
Dave Ganz was elected as the present annual review practices.
Among other pertinent inforsecretary of the 1995-96 Senate.
Ganz is th e associate dean of the mation, the survey pointed out that
School of Business Adm inistration. 50 percent of the faculty believe
The new Senate, lead by Ganz that they are not rewarded for ajob
because Pie.Tce was not in town for well done. Faculty also reported
the first meeting, elc.cted fac ulty that they believe that as far as
and studenL<; to the Comminee on judgementsconcemin g last year's
Committees . At the next Senate salary-increase process deans had
meeting the committee will bring too much discretion, they used that
prepared ballots with the names of
see Senate, page 4
studenran d fac ulty who were quali-

editor-in-chfef '

UM-St..Louis to extend services to St. Charles, Jefferson Counties
by Rob Goecleker
news editor
UM-St. Loms received approval
from the Board of Curators on March
24 to construct education c~nters in
St. Charles and J efferson counties.
UM- St Louis now awaits a review by the state's Coordinating
Board for Higher Education (CBHE).
TheCBHEdoesn'tplan to review the
issue until the middle of this summer,
but UM·St Louis spokesman Bob
Samples is optimistic that the two
centers could be up and running by
1996.
The two educational centers, or
otherwise called Residence Centers,
will offer junior and senior level
courses for graduate and undergradu-

ate students. The cent.ers will be a
permanent s tructure with classrooms.
There will also be offices for counseling, admissions and other various
services. Students should not confuse the Residence Centers with the
Residence Halls on campus. Thecenters will not house students, but will
be a vehicle for educ ation.
UM-St. Louis Chancellor
Blanche Touhill indicated that there
was a need for a university influence
in both St Charles andJefferson counties.
Just recently a needs assessment
survey, conducted by M GT of
America Inc., reported that 81 percent of the residents and business
owners polled in S1. Charles, Lincoln, and Warren counties said they

IThis is a natural expansion of our
campus, allowing us to serve students in
these .g rowing counties without lessening
our service to St. Louis City and County
residents.
-Blanche Touhil/,
UM-St. Louis Chancel/or
J

would support a proposed educational
centerm SL Charles County.
In Jefferson and Franklin counties, 78 percent of th e residents and
business bwners polled said they
would support a proposed educational
center in Jefferson County.

Touhill said the establishment of
these centers would broaden the University 's services to students throughout the metropolitan area.
"This is a natural expansion of
our campus, allowing us to serve students in these growing counties with-

ou t lessening OUf service [0 St. Louis
City and County residents, " To uhill
said.
In S1. Charle , UM-St. Louis alread y offers some junior-level courses
in nursing, business, sociology and
commun ications. Students can take
these classes at Lutheran High School
and Barnes St. Peters Hospi tal. UMSt. Louis also curren tly offers two
courses in Jefferson County.
The centers should b.:- a convenient tool. The 109 students who are
currently enrolled in courses offered
by St. Charles County use the St.
Charles City-County Library
branches and the St. Charles County
Community College Library. The proposed educational centers will have
libraries of th eir own for students to

usc.
Sites for the ccnters won ' t be dl
te rm ined until the issue is approve
by the CBHE. TOl,lhill sai d the loc:
tion of the centers will be an impo
tant issue because the two cenle:
will service residen ts in five differel
counties.
"If approved by the Coordinatin
Board, we will work with the con
munity leaders to determine the be
location for the centers," Touhill sail
"The locations chosen need to t
highly accessible to provide conv(
nient day and evening courses."
The courses provided by the eel
ters will not conflict with COUfSt
offered by local community college
which have express(:'d support for tr
expansion.

UM-St. Louis honors faculty, students at banque1
by Jeremy Rutherford

of Business Administration .
Eric Barnhart, Andy Beck, Paul
Clark, David F rie dric hs, Todd
Bob Schmalfeld, director of the Grizzle, Karmen Parker, Angie Ritter,
University Center, was the master of Elizabeth Titlow and Cunis Wilson
ceremonies at the annual Student for their Student Activities Budget
Leadership Awards Banquet March Committee (SABC).
There were six awards that rec3l.
The University of Missouri-St. . ognized successful programs and stuLouis recognized students, organiza- dent organizations, including the most
tions and faculty for their achieve- Outstanding Student Organization.
The Best Campus Community
ments throughout the 1994-95 acaBuilding Program was awarded to
demic year.
The Student Leadership Award the Evening Tide Council Committee includes Rick Blanton, "Evening Tide" and "Koffee Klatch."
The award for Outstanding Culassociate director University Center;
Rocelle DeClue, assistant director tural Diversity/Awareness Program
Admissions office; Don McCarty, was presen led to Horizons for "MultiStudent Services coordinator; Mar- Cultural Awareness Program/ping
garet O'Connor, School of Nursing Pong Tournament."
The Most Innovative Program on
senior advisor; Karen Walker, Unicampus
was tie between Horizons
versity Relations coordinator.
"Sexual
Awareness Program" and
The Outstanding Evening Col"Premier Performances. "
Litrnag's
lege Faculty award was presented to
The Evening College Council
Mary Beth Mohrman from theSchool

managing editor

Photo: Matthew J. Forsyth

(L-R) Thompson Knox J r. and Denn is Hall accept the award fe
Outstanding Student Organization for the Honors College.
won its second award, Best Sustained
Program, with .."Even ing Tide" and
" Koffee Klatch."
There was a tie for Outstanding

Student Organization be twee
Litmag and the Pierre Laclede Hor

see A wards, page .

The Current grabs 17 awards at MCMA conventiol1
by Julie Pres sman
of The Current staff
This weekend, staff members of

The Current drove home smiling afPhoto: Ken Dunkin

Huntlelgh shuttle bus drivers Shelton(left) and brother Henry
Thomas give UM-St. Louis students a 11ft everyday.

terv"'inning 17 awards at the Missouri
College Media Association (MCMA)
Convention and Awards Banquet in
Kirksville.
Saturday morning began with

workshops on design and writing
techniques. However. the main at. traction was 'the awards banquet Saturday evening.
The staff won awards in Features,
News , Editorials and Sports sections
as well as advertising design, news
photography, editorial cartooning and
even an award for overall quality.
Michael O'Brian and Trish

Braucksick won all three Division r
advertising awards. O'Brian won both
first and third place and Braucksick
won second place.
Managing editor Jeremy
Rutherford won third place for anews
photograph of the controversy surrcunding th e Sexy Legs II sign.
Rutherford also won a third-place
award for Best Page One design.

The Features section receive
four awards. Features Editor Sco
Lamar walked away with a thire
place award for an entertainment n
view. Former managing editor Clil
Zweifel received both an honorabl
mention and a third-place award fc
feature writing. Columnist and farm(

see MCMA, page •
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HELP WANTED
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HELP WANTED

PART-TlME positions available at The
Old Spaghetti Factory on Laclede's
Landing. If you would like.to work in a
Fun Atmosphere with a great team, in a
restaurant dedicated to high standards ,
apply in person between 1·3 p.m. Please
use service entrance: 727 N. 1st Street.
621-0276.

DOYOULIKEREGGAEMUSIC?1f
so call Nezzie's Jamaican Cuisine
at 421·4524. Wanted : Waitresses,
waiters, dishwashers, buspersons
and a preparation cook. Experience
preferred for the cook. Ask for Will
Gibbs. Address: 2230 Olive at 23rd
St.

r---------------------.. .
Pantera's Pizza

HELP WANTED
Part Tinlf Asst. Managers-Cooks-Drirers
Will Work Around Sclwol Schedules

Apply in person at 10050 . West Florissant Rd.,
Dellwood, MO. Approximately ten minutes from campus.

\Vages range from $4.50 to $10-$11 pcr hour.

HELP WANTED
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY.
Personal care aide for disabled male
student, FIT summer in St. Louis, AT
live-in school year 1995· 96 in
Washington D.C. on Georgetown
campus with room, board, salary .
Driver's license, strength fortransfers ,
ability to maintain apartment and
necessary equipment required . Salary
based on experience. Information 434·
0496 or fax (314) 434·0496.
HANNEGAN'S RESTAURANT is
seeking experienced, energetic ,
responsible people for the following
positions:Day Hostess/Host Day/
Evening ServerslDay Bartender. We
provide a profess ional working
environment, great pay and flexible
schedules . Apply in person, 719 North
Second St. Laclede's Landing or call
Mark at 241-8877.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

SALESPERSON:Posrtions available
for energetiC men and women
interested in retail Bicycle Sales.
Previous sales experience preferred,
bike knowledge a plus. Full and part·
time opportunities .. Contact Dave at
The Touring Cyclist, 739-5183.

BASEBALL'S BACK!
Looking for Sportservice Pros
who know how to make our guests
feel special!
IntervIewing Monday, 4/10
between 4:30 pm-7 pm
for the following positions :
Food & Beverage Vendors
Souvenir Vendors
Day Porters
Line Cooks
Servers
3rd Shift Data Entry
Sportservice Training Center
517 Spruce
Sportservice utilizes drug screen ing
EOE M/F

MECHANIC: 1mmediate openings for
a qualified service manager and/or
shop mechanic. Bicycle repair
experience a definite plus. Full and
part-time opportunities. Contact Dave
at The Touring Cyclist 739·5183.
STUDENT NEEDED M,W,F (after 11
a.m.) and maybe weekends for yard
'care service . Possible FUll-tim e
position after exams. Call Brian at
830-3181.

possess

.Great communication skills
,Be able to work a flexible schedule
-Handle problems quickly and efficiently
-Show a desire to learn
·Always put the customer first
IT you qualify, Taco Bell offers top pay and the possibility
of advancement. Please respond in person at 9787 St.
Charles Rock Road.

n

Heat Included! 1 bedroom,
2 room efficiency, new
appliances, new carpet,
some furnished . 6 months
or 1 year lease : $270-$295 .
Or a 2 bedroom, 1 bath
apartment: $315·$365.

MARK
TWAIN
BANKS

FOR SALE

WHY PAY RENT? Mobile Home for
sale. 2 bedroom, 1 bath . Newly
remodeled. Central air. Lindbergh and
Midland. $3700 or Best Offer. Call
423·8071 . Ask for Scott.

GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307
Dover, Del. 19901

$270 and up
Taco Bell is currently looking for high quality Shift
Managers and team members. Qualified persons need to

.

EXTRA INCOME FOR '95
Earn $500· $1 000 weekly stuff·
ing envelopes. For details·
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:

Apartment :

Make A
Difference

April 10, 1995

MACINTOSH COMPUTER for sale.
Complete system only $499. Call Chris
at 800·289·5685.

PART-TIME
POSITIONS

77 44 Springdale
Normandy

Apply at any Mark Twain Bank or send your resume to:

PARTICIPANTS NEEDED for
. research in sexual assautt. Particu larly
if partner is willing to participate. If
interested call 516· 5409.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: TOTAL
(Teen Opportunities To Achieve in
Life) is searching for dedicated young
aduhs to mentor or tutor pregnant!
parenting high school teens in the
Ferguson·Florissant
area .
Committment requested is only one
to t wo hours a week for a year.
Complete training provided . Pl ease
call Allison for more information on
how you can help: 537·8554.

ChrlstyHow Is that WONDERGUY Romain
from Holland? I heard those
dutchmen really know how to
shack! What do you think?
.-Love CIndy

Mark Twain Bancshares
Attention: SB
7745 Carondelet, Suite 308
Clayton, MO 63105

AceCampIng Easter weekend! MO
Beer! After I pass my test we'll get
it! You know what I mean, to
celebrate the new Job! Have you
checked your glove box lately?
-Ace

Call our 24 hour J oblille /0,. ill/ormatioll 011 currellt
Ul'ai/ab/e positiol1s: (314) 863-75770" TDD (314)
863-7../77.
EOE-M/F/D/V

Go MCMADid everyone enjoy themselves In
Kirksv ille? Hope so !
-BR

381-8797

--

-

-

TWA
IS HIRING

••• tQ reGIe'"

MISCELLANEOUS

PERSONALS

Bermuda
Heights

- - - - - - FOR - - - - -

SAVE MONEY. MAKE MONEYWith
Global Talk. The hot, new MLM long
distance program utilizing the AT&T
Network. 13.9 cents per minute for
residential interstate rate . Get in on
ground floor. For details call Global
Talk IMR, Nancy Hafer at (314)230·
8965.

CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000
Grants available . NO repayments,
EVER. Qualify immediately.
1 800 243 2435.

Mark Twain has immediate openings for part-time
positions throughout the St. Louis Metropolitan area.
We offer a competitive salary and benefits package,
flexible hours, and the opportunity for growth in a
professional environment.

JUDEVINE CENTER

SERVICES

T'NA is

an equal oppcw1unity employOC'

Reservations Sales Agent

a chifd

T'NA's Sl Louis RMeNations Center Is growing .

.We have several summer part-time positions open. Individuals will
provide direct care for persons with autism and other disabilities in
various city and county locations. A variety of shifts are available.

Needed are individuals with Ii sales or customer ~ background
to assist us In meeting the expanding needs of our customers.

aUAUACATIONS:
16 Years of Age
High School Grad . or

TWA OFFERS:
Salary Plus Incentive Program

GED

Excellent Travel Benefib
MedicaJ;HealthtUfe Insurance
effective tho first day of world
Career Growth OptxXtunities

Typing Skills
Attend lWTA Tuition based training
financed through payrole deduction

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA or GED required. Experience in direct
care or in working with individuals with MR/DD preferred.
Next training to begin April 21.
YOU can apply by completing an application at:

Applicants are asked to contact

1-800-942-7467
Is the time to
Start a Career with TWA!

~.
g
;.
:;:/&,y

NOW

'b ..

\

".......~l:\

The Emptoyee Owners
of TWA Invite You
to Join our Team!

I

Positions Available
for Students
•

Clerks/Data Entry

•

Receptionists

•

Switchboard Operators ·

•

Secretaries

•

Word Processors

I

UpS

(u~th

112 % off for Checking Acct
Pre·Approved Vehicle Loans
No Prepayment Penalties
Same Day Decision
(apps in by 2:0O-current members onfy)
Limited time nrrer - cali Bob at 516·67S0!
(some restrictiofi.'i ap ply)

For More Information Call

SNELLING®
Personnei Services

-

UNITED
PARCEL
SER"~CE

approveti credit)

112 % off for Payroll Deposit

Temporary Positions
Temp-to-Hire
and Regular Positions

1611 Des Peres Road • Suite 350
st. Louis, MO 63131

-

New or Used, Same Low Rate

Light Industrial

314 • 822-2208

-

:4.[[ cars & truck} [OO(neW to us!

II Sales
•

*I

The Lowest. Student Fares

1[00
I

-

I

MI2ZOU
CREDn:
UNION

U

.

Mon. · Thurs.

Friday
SalUIday

7:30 am to 5:30 pili
7:30 am 10 6 pm
9 am to 12:30 pm

1st & Broadway. P.O. Box 1795. Columbia, Mo .• 65205-1795
Phone: 874·1477 or 1·800-451·1477 Fax: 874=1300
UMSL Faculty, Starr and familic 3 RTC oligiblc to join. Cull Bob Wnlsh for member.
ship info wday! Your campus R~p; Bob Walsh, Rm. 24:l Gen. Serv. Bid. 516·6750
~~
c=~

UPS is conducting
walk in intervievvs
Wednesd.ay, April 12
. 9:00 AM-3:00 Pili
J.C. Penney BuildLng,
Room 72
No Appointment Necess

EDITORIALS
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No lights or cameras;
but we do want action
vHH .•.

by Matthew J. Forsythe
editor-in-chief
Another fiscal year is about to
begin, and it is time for the new
student senators at UM-Sl Louis to
take a long, hard look at themselves
in the mirror and decide if they are
going to make a difference next year
or just kickback and let things happen.
The thing I am again harping on is
the responsibilities of student senators. The election of 2S
new senators, out of 39
applicants this year,
was a sign that students
are concerned about
what happens in the
UM-St. Louis Senate.
Unfortunately concern
is not enough. There
needs to be a change in
the way the senators do business.
Stephen Lehmkuhle, the chairman of the Senate, was the fIrst person to make some noise about this
issue. Lehmkuhle said senatorS should
be held accountable by their constituents. Lehmkuhle also saw the need
for student senators have "caucuses."
"It would be wise for [senators]
to meet periodically to discuss what
is going on in committee," Lehmkuhle
said. "Students would have to organize themselves t<? get this done."

SON

A/'Ill 1 v~~'-+liAj.

Lehmkuhle has even suggested
that the communication between the
SGA Assembly and the Senate be
improved by having the chairwoman
of next year's Senate give a report at
Assembiy meetings.
Lehmkuhle's ideas point in the
direction of progress for the student
senators.
Newly elected student Senator
Pamela White said making senators
accountable to their constituents
hadn't been discussed among senators yet, but it would be
a priority in the future.
Discussion is good,
but action on this issue
is what is rea1lyneeded.
I think the only way to
organize senators is to
pick a student senator
to act as a coordinator.
The student coordinator could help the senators get prepared for the Senate environment and
set up infonnational meetings for the
senators. The coordinator could also
set up a system to improve the attendance records of student senators.
Students should be thinking
about making a motion to get this
position set up. Senators have the
power to organize themselves and
avoid the mistakes of past student
senators.
The time to do this is now .

_II",
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Chancellor urges participation in U-vote
Dear Editor,
The study of history is in large
part the study of decisions- particu-

larly the ramifications. The students
of the University of Missouri-St.
Louis are at such a point in history.
Through a referendlffil this month,
students have a chance to help decide
whether a new Student Center will be
buill Their decision could greatly
alter the landscape and atmosphere
of this campus.
In writing this letter, I hope to

encourage students to participate in
determining the future of UM-St.
Louis by voting. I also want to point
out that this is an issue being promoted primarily by students.
For several years, students leaders have expressed a desire for a new
Student Center-one that adequatel y
serves the varied needs of traditional
and nontraditional students. Last year
a consulting firm was hired to work
with students and the administration
on a needs assessment. The referendum is essentially an endorsement of

the fmdings of the study.
Student leaders voiced a need for
more recreational, organizational,
study and food service space. Student leaders also endorsed the
administration's concept of moving
all student-related offices, such as
admissions, counseling and registration, into the facility. In a real sense,
except for academic classrooms, the
facility would serve as a one-stop
shop for most student needs.
I am proud of the persistence and
overall involvement shown by our

students. As I have said, this is
vision promoted by students who ha'
indicated to me over the past tv
years that this is a priority, a way
improve the quality of life for st
dents who study here during the dl
and night.
Sincerely,
Blanche M. Touhill
Chancellor

Reader is interested by Hutchinson'S view!
I

electronic mail contact
Follow these instructions to subscribe to The Current's public
bulletin board.
First, log on to CMS on the University's computer network. This can
be accessed through Internet
Next, mail to /istserve@umslvma.umsl.edu. In the body of your
note, type sub current and then your full name.
After you have subscribed, to read or send mail to the bulletin board,
mail to current@umslvma.Wnsl.edu.
If you want to send a private letter to the editor, mail to

editor@umslvma.umsl.edu.
For purposes o/verification, all/etters to the editor must bear the
writer's address, student identification number and home or work
telephone number. If requested, all efforts will be made to maintain the
writer's anonymity.

Dear Editor,
The issues raised by Tonya
Hutchinson are very important and
interesting, and I hope that UM-St.
Louis students listen to her arguments.
These issues are emotionally charged,
and people tend to make their decisions. about them based on emotions
rather than on facts. Below are a few
questions that I would like answered
before I can make an educated decision about Ms. Hutchinson's plat-

form:
(1) Ms. Hutchinson mentioned
that she was upset because there was
a Caucasian teacher teaching an African American Art class. Was an
equally qualified Black teacher overlooked for this teaching position. Had
a Black teacher even applied for the
position?
(2) How does one prioritizes academic qualification vs. race? For example, if a more highly academically
qualified Black professor wants to

Dear Editor,

Address all correspondence to : The Current
8001 Natural Bridge Road· St. Louis, Mo. 63121
Business and Advertising (314) 516-5175, Newsroom and Editorial (314) 516·5174 or fax (314) 516-6811

Editor-in-chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Associate News Editor
Features Editor
Associate Features Editor
Sports Editor
Photography Editor
Associate Photography Editor
Production Manager
Copy Editor
Editorial Cartoonist
Business Director
Associate Business Director
Adllertising Director
Associate Adllertising Director
Circulation
Staff Adyiser

staffmembers also indude aU reporters and correspondents.

that we do expect Blacks to be ,
academically competitive as Cauc~
sian teachers?
I am not writing this to stir u
emotions. I am writing to make sm
that I do not hastily decide "who'
side I am on" without getting all ~
the information. Too many opinio~
are formed based on race rather tha
reason, and this illogical behavi(
needs to stop.
Sincerely,
Susan M. Loebre

Biological Society member upset with article
The studentvoice
ofUM-St. Louis

Matthew J. Forsythe
Jeremy Rutherford
Rob Goedeker
Amy Pierce
Scott Lamar
Julie Pressman
Ken Dunkin
Monica Senecal
Fernanda Lima
Michael J. Urness
Mitch Land
Marty Johnson
Julie Ball
Beth Robinson
Michael O'Brian
Tricia Braucksick
Dole Othmann
Judith Linville

teach Western European Civilization,
should he be passed over in favor of
a lesser qualified Caucasian professor, say one from Britain or Germany? Or, should a highly qualified
Black English professor not be allowed to teach Classical Greek and
Roman literature if a less qualified
teacher from Greece or Italy wants to
teach the class?
(3) Is hiring Blacks simply to fill
a quota inherently patronizing to
Black academics? Does this imply

The Current is published weekly on
Mondays. Advertising rates are
available upon request by con tacting
The Currents' advertising office (314)
516-5316. Space reservationsfor
advertisements must be received by 5
p.m. the Wednesday prior to publu:ation.
The C;urrent,finaneed in part by student activity fees, is not an official
publiCiltion of UM-St. Louis. The Universityisnot responsiblefor The Current's
content or policies.
Editorials expre5Sed in the paper reflect the opinion of the editorial staff.
Articles labeled "commentary" or "column' are the opinion of the individual
writer.
All material contained in this issue is
the property of The Current, and cannot
be reproduced or reprinted without th~
expressed written consent ofThe Current.

In the March 27 issue Deana Autry
wrote an article about recycling on
campus. While this was an informative article it did not seem complete.
As a member of the Biological
Society, I feel that a few issues that
could have been addressed were overlooked.
For instance, she failed to mention that the cafeteria uses polystyrene plates and cups which are nonrecyclable and non-biodegradable. In
the past they used to serve food on
china plates. Should that practice continue? I think so. The china is reusable
and would not generate trash for any
landfill. In the past our student organization did an ecological survey on
the cafeteria and found the results to

be disheartening. Perhaps it is time
for another one. Maybe we could get
those recycling bins in the cafeteria
then.
Secondly I would like to correct
Deana iIi her facts. There is another
student organization that takes advantage of recycling on campusThe Biological Society. We have been
recycling cans in Stadler, Benton,
and the Research Wing for over six
years. Our recycling bins are highly
visible on various floors of these
buildings and are clearly labeled for
aluminum. The amount we receive
from recycling almost equals [our
annual Student Activities Budget
Committee allocation].
We would encourage any organization to take advantage of this opportunity.

One other issue that we are CO)
cerned about is not related to tl
article but rather to the "Master Plar
we keep hearing about. Our bigge
concern is that there will be a dimiJ
ished amount of greenspace on can
pus. Many of the Oak trees on can
pus are over 70 years old and provi<
shelter for countless animals. It woul
be a shame to lose any of them. A 101
of green space would also take aW4
from the general appearance of ~
campus. We hope that the engineel
drawing the plans have consider
this.
Sincerely,
Dirk Roberts
PUblicity Chair
Biological Society

Correction
In Issue 822 the article "Sigma P!, Delta Zeta win Greek Games" the results of the games were
reported Incorrectly. PI Kappa Alpha finished second not first In the Greek Games. The Current
regrets this error and any confusion It may caused.
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Senate from page 1
iiscretlon too subjectively and they . report.
Jones said that students spend a
ire out of synch with published stanlot of money in tuition and fees and
:lards of merit.
There was also a complaint that because of this the University
:unong ,faculty members that good should respect them as valued custeaching (e.g., education-orientation) tomers. Jones said this respect would
is not adequately rewarded. Smith create a positive impression about
said this came in spite of the recent ad UM-St~ Louis which students would
hoc committee reports suggesting that pass along to others.
Jones also reported the following
Faculty should be more "student-ori- .
SGA
news:
ented".
The Committee on Library hours
At the end of his report Smith
said a longer version of report on succeeded in extending TJ Library's
the survey would be available on the hours on intensive study days and
Gopher system under miscellaneous fmals week. The Library will be open
documentS of the Faculty Council. . till midnight on May 2-4, 7-10.
The Committee on Cohesiveness
Student Government President
Chris Jones' report to the Senate of Student Groups circulated a quesreiterated how important the "stu- tionnaire to all the groups on campus
dent-as-a-customer" concept is to the in hopes of determining the areas of
concern.
present SGA administration.
All legislative reforms before the
"Greetings from the customers
of the University of Missouri-St. Assembly will be voted on April 11
Louis," Jones said as he began his and Student Government Elections

a

will be held on April 18 and 19.
In the report from the Senate
Student Affairs Committee, Bruce
Wilking said efforts were being made
to gather student opinion about the
stop hour proposal. Wilking said the
more reports on this issue would be
forthcoming.
In other Senate business, 199495 Senate Chairman Lehmkuhle made
and passed two motions to establish
ad hoc committees. The Committee
on Integrating Technology and the
Committee on Assessment ofEducational Outcomes were created.
Lehmkuhle said the Committee on
Integrating Technology was created
to help the university better coordinate the use of computers, video and
library resources in teaching and research; the Assessment of Educational
Outcomes Committee was formed to
develop and evaluate the pre-graduation assessment test on campus.

MCMA from page 1

Teacher
Career

pay
Wednesday, May 24, 1995
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Ie Penney Bldg_
• Professional attire is required
• Bring resumes
• To attend, you must be registered with
Career Placement Services and have your
Resume Expert disk in our database

Career Placement Services
308 Woods Hall
516-5111

Features Editor Don Barnes walked
away with flrst place for one of his
unusual and humorous .columns.
News Editor Rob Goedeker won
one second place finish for sports
writing and another third place finish
for a sports column.
. Former Sports Editor Pete
Discripino won a second place finish
for sports page design. Eric Ulmer,
former cartoonist for the paper, won
ftrst and third place for his editOrial
cartoons. Production Manager
Michael "Rat" Urness also won two
awards for his former newspaper,
Meramec's The Montage.
Editor-in-chief Malt J. Forsythe
took home second and third place
awards for editorial writing.
"I am proud of the entire staff,"
Forsythe said. "The number and variety of awards shows thal this year we
had a very talented and dedicated
group of people working for us."
The Current also received a third
place award for best overall newspaper.

-24-HOUR COMPUTER LABS LAST 2 WEEKS
OF SEMESTER
-ENCOURAGE ADMINISTRATION TO MOVE
SPRING BREAK BACK TWO WEEKS
- MAKE STUDENT BILL OF RIGHTS A
WORKING PART OF SGA CONSTITUTION
AND BYLAWS
-INCREASE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT WITH
UMSL PAC

April 10, 1995

----------------------------------Current newswire Current newswire
----------------------------------Wolfe Honoreq for Research
and Creative Activity
Professor of English Peter Wolfe
will receive the University of 1.1issouri President's Award for Research
and Creative Activity during areception coinciding with the Board of
Curators meeting in June. Since 1%7,
Wolfe has been an accomplished researcher, instructor, wri ter , edi tor and
reviewer at the University .of Missouri-St. Louis. The well-traveled
Wolfe also has served as a visiting
professor in Poland, India, Russia,
Taiwan, Australia, New Zealand,
England and Canada. He is a past
recipient of the Chancellor's Award
for Research and Creativity and recently was honored with the Armchair Detective Award from Armchair Detective Magazine for best
nonfiction in the field of literary detection and espionage in 1993.

Novelists to PresentReadings
Novelist Peter Carey, author of
the recent book "The Unusual Life of
Tristan Smith," will read from his
work at 2:30 p.m. April 10 in Room
229 of the J.C. Penney Building.
Novelist Sandra Benitez will present
readings from her work at 7:30 p.m.
April 12 in Room 72 of the J.c. Penney
Building. Both appear as part of the
Center for the Humanities Spring
Reading Series.
Self·Care Fair April 10
Nursing students and University
Health Services will sponsor a selfcare fair from 10 am. to 5 p.m. April
10 in theJ.e. Penney Building lobby.

Awards from page 1
ors College Student Association.
Outstanding Organization Advisor awards were presented to Judi
Linville (Current), Doug Strauss (Horizons) and Donna Free (Beta Alpha
Psi).
These students were presented
with Atlas Awards: Eric Barnhart,
Janet Candela, Julie Earhart, Robert
Goedeker, Shawn Gittons. Brenda
Hutchinson, Jason Kleinhenz, Thompson Knox Jr., Daniel
Mclaughlin, Rebecca Pantano, Elizabeth Titlow and Nicholas Wren.

P R I ;'\ C I P L E S

Information and health testing will
be available. Mammography screenings will be done in the J.e. Penney
lobby by Watson Imaging, a GenCare
provider. For sign-up information.
call Brenda Jaeger at 5542,

Service Awards Ceremony
April 14
The Students with Disabilities
Association will hold a meritorious
service awards ceremony honoring
members of the campus community
for service to students with disabilities at 12:15 p,m. April 14 in Room
126 of the J.e. Penney Building. The
campus will mark the 15th annual
"Awareness Week" April 10-14.
Marital Violence During The
Flood of '93
Professor Patricia Resick of the
psychology department will speak on
"Marital Violence During the Great
Flood of '93 at noon April 11 in
Room 229 of the J.e. Penney Building. Her talk is part of the Center for
Trauma Recovery Colloquium Series.
Alumna Selected as Distin·
guished Principal
Pamela Stanfield, (Ed.D., 1988),
has been chosen as Missouri 's National Distinguished Principal for
1995-96. The program is sponsored
by the National Association of Elementary School Principals, the U.S.
Department of Education and Valic,
a corporate sponsor. Stanfield is principal of Westchester Elementary
School in Kirkwood.

Noon Series on Multi-Cultural
Australia
Arthur Shaffer, professor of history and education, will discuss his
observations on Australian society in
Room 229 of the J.e. Penney Building April 10. Australian novelist Peter Carey will participate in the presentation.
'Play Ball' Opens at Gallery
. An exhibition of photographs featuring panoramic views of major and
minor league baseball parks by Jim
Dow will open in the Public Policy
Research Centers gallery April 11
and run through June 30. An opening
reception will be held April 11 from
I to 3 p.m. Sports writer Bob Broeg
will speak on baseball.

Visiting Scholar to Speak on
Classroom Knowledge
Frances Maher, professor of education at Wheaton College and the
1995 visiting scholar for the Institute
for Women's and Gender Studies,
will speak at 7:30 p.m. April 10 in
Room 78 of the J.C. Penney Building. She will speak on "The Social
Construction of Classroom Knowledge."
Business/ Economics Seminar
on Employment Interviews
Therese Macan, assistant professor of psychology, will speak on "BOlh
Sides of Employment Interviewers'
and Disabled Applicants' Perceptions" at 2 p.m. in Room 212 of the
Computer Center Building on April
14.

----------------------Campus Crim.e ·
----------------------The following criminal incidents were reported to campus
police during the period march 30,
1995- April6, 1995. Ifreaders have
information that could assist the
police investigation they are urged
to call 516-5155.

March 31
A student reported being threatened and harassed while attending
Greek Week activities at the Mark
Twain Building.

Aprill
A staff person reported finding a
Chartwell Vending machine having
been forced open between 4 p.m. and
6:05 p.m. The machine is located on
the I.e. Penney Building Lower
Level.
Ap ril 3
Food Service staff reported that
at 12: 15 p.m. a person was observed
stealing a stuffed animals from a cafeteria display. The investigation is
continuing.

1'/ SOU N D RET IRE J\\ E N TIN V EST I N G

COMMU
Bridging the gap
.between
Students and
Student
Government
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Tom O 'Keefe
SGA President -926-4582

or fast relief from the nagging ache of' ta.:xes, we
recommend TIAI\-CREF SRi,s . SRAs are tax·
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_____Ju_s_teD~£~g_h_t_____
columnist

Wingin'
it again
It sure is starting to look and
sound like spring, despite the cool
breezes. Man I love dogwoods!
I was going to discuss a subject near and dear to my heart this
week-French II. But because it
sounded like news or research journalism' which requires the writer
to actually move from his keyboard and check facts and talk to
people (ie. work), and because my
view is obviously biased (I leave it
to you to determi ne in which direction.), and because someone
recently told me they like my columns better when I don't think
about them before I write them
(Like that ever happens!), I have
decided to wing it this week.
The Student Leadership Banquet and Awards Ceremony was
conducted a Friday or two ago,
and I would like to congratulate
all of the individuals and organizations who were honored that
evening, especially the Pierre
Laclede Honors College and
LitMag who shared the outstanding Student Organization award.
This is the third year for the Honors College bunch-could it be
something to do with the plumbing in the convent? Whatever it is,
keep up the good work folks. I
would also like to extend a special
congrats to Judy Linville, who was
gi ven a plaque honoring her as the
Outstanding Student Organization
Faculty Advisor of the Year. Judy
is a member of the English Department Faculty and the advisor
for The Current. I f anyone deserved the award it was Judy, that's
for sure. Being an active member

Surfing the 'Net: A how-to about
getting information off the internet
by Deana Autry
of The Current Staff

of The CUTTent's staff, I've seen
first hand how 'involved she is
with the staff and the publication.
I' m sure I speak for all of us at The
Current when I say that our appreciation fof her goes far beyond
admiration. I can only hope that
other organizations on this campus get the opportunity to work
with such a dedicated and professional adviser.
That oughta get me a lunch.
Ya' know, I came to a realization last week which was sparked
by a letter I read in the letters to the
editor section of The Current. We
catch a lot of flak here at the newspaper most weeks for mistakes
our readers hip is in teU igent enough
to notice and critical enough to
inform us of. In the past I have
essentially responded with a challenging tone of "if you think you
can do a better job, do it. If not,
take what you can get and shut
up." Well, this was wrong of me.
The letter writer pointed out (not
directly to me) that s/he has other
priorities, and writing for or runninga newspaper isn 'toneofthem.
That's fair, and I agree. It isn't
your responsibility. It's ours. I
agree with your attitude LOwards
professionalism: staff members
should take pride in their own
works and in the publication as a
whole; they should strive to produce excellence week after week.
And I think there is a majority of
staff members who feel the same
way. They work hard to produce a
quality newspaper, and though we
regularly pass judgement on their

see Column, page 6

Swoosh! Honk!! HELP! I am
stranded on the information superhighway. In this computer age, it
seems like most people are standing
on the side of the road thumbin' for a
ride.
So the mOst pertinent question is
how does one merge onto this highway? What kind of "vehicle" should
one have to make traveling on tills
endless road as easy as possible? Plus,
how can one learn about all the traffic
signs to make getting places a little
easier, too?
Before planning a trip on the
internet, you should probably know
what it is. The internet is an information network comprised of different
"sites." These sites can be at other
universities, government agencies, or
even private entities.
An example of a popular private

site would be American Online Inc .
This company supplies users- with
information and access to other areas-for a price. Usually, the price is ~
an hourly rate.
UM-SL
Louis students ai-

<~i5~~~~~~

r e a d ya
pay
computer
fee each semester as a
part of their
tuition. This
fee
makes
these and other
services available
to students
sub stantially
lower rate
than other popular
companies that market on-line ser-

"/nlellectuals ob>;lously like the
idea of rule by intelligence, so rrwch
so that they have been predicting its
emergence for close to two hundred
years." -Alan Wolfe
Walter Goldschmidt, professor
emeritus of anthropology at UCLA,
spoke Tuesday at the Social Services
Building; the topic was "Anthropology and the Bell-Shaped Curve: Deja
Vu AllOver Again."
Concerning the book "The Bell
Curve,'" by Richard J. Herrnstein and
Charles Murray, Goldschmidt said 'i t
has an "ideological theme ... very
neous, potentially ilisruptive, and unsillted to the post-modern world."
His speech was not really on "The
Bell Curve," but he gave it a jolt now

erro-

New World Spirits

The Spirit has arrived! New
World Spirits, a band originally
from Springfield, Mo. has developed quitea following in St. Louis.
They pack venues like Kennedy's
on the Landing and The Other
World. Their following extends
all the way out to Kansas City and
Carbondale.
Their shows are not just popular for their music, although that is
the biggest part of it. They also
know how to pu t on a show. They
bring fresh flowers to each performance and often candy is thorwn
out to the fans.
Bass guitarist, Mike Kociela,
said, "We want the fans to have
something to take away with them

"

,

basically a

.

~

"

p.!-

ers
t hat
extends to all corners
of the world.
On the IBM users can use Mosiac
orNetscape to experience the internet.

by Dan Holtzer
of The Current staff

'As long as we have had biology in this
.country, we have had a racist biology.
-Walter Goldschmidt, professor emeritus o f
anthropology at UCLA
1

and then. Goldschmidt did not so
much object to the need for IQ tests
(he thinks they can be a tool to see
whether one would work well in certam jobs - as an officer for example), but to the explanation of the
tests in purely genetic terms. He
classified tills explanation as "an old,
racist way."
He pointed out that Northern
Blacks have done better on IQ tests
than Southern Whites. He clearly did
not say trus as a comment on Southern Whites, but as an indication that

The poetic original lyrics add
from the show." Before, flowers and
blow-pops were all a fan could take to the depth of this versatile band.
homelo remember the Spirit experi- "And If! Never," an original, contams the lyrics:
ence.
The song, "Phillip .. .In The BedI see the world through an
room with My Sister" is occasionally
eighth inch hole. Some say the
played on KPNT. But with the reeyes are reflectioT1$ of the soul.
lease of thier new CD CreeperWeed
I see lots of windows, but they
you can listen to New World Spirits
ain't got no soul.
anywhere.
The music is a combination of
These lyrics coupled with a
traditional rock and pop sound. Arguably, the best part ofthier music is funky music creates an amazing
the lyrics. J. Chambers, the lead . effect for the listener.
Aside from original songs, the
singer and writer of the lyrics, has
three years of music training and was New World Spirits have done some
a part of SMSU's electronic media covers at their live shows like The
Monkees' "Stepping Stone" and
program.
'The songs evol ve from a melody, The Beetles' "Walrus." However,
a pitch and an inclination." Cham- you ' will have to go to the live
bers said, "I never. know where a
see Reviews, page 6,
song is going when I start it."

there are cultural influences on these
tests that 'The Bell Curve" disregards; these influences render simple
genetic answers impossible.
The trouble he sees with "The
Bell Curve" is that, "Once again, it
builds upon and evokes the notion we
as human beings are products, pure
and simple, of our biology."
. One obvious reason for this being
dangerous, according to Goldschmidt
is that, "As long as we have had
biology in this country, we have had
a racist biology."

'Rob Roy' a truly
by Scott Lamar
features

by Deana Autry

"

The Macintoshes on campus onIypro
vide Mosiac for this purpose, bUi
they both work so similarly that om
would hardly know the difference.
Netscape and Mosaic art
HyperText Markup Languag€
(HTML) Client Reader Software
This means that these programs al·
low the user to view pages or docu·
ments that are stored within the Worle
Wide Web . This little bitoftechnica
information will help you becaus(
many of the addresses for the Worl(
Wide Web will include the letter:
h*t*m*I.
It does sound complex, but it i:
surprisingly easy to use. The page (01
screen) will have buttons imbedde(
in the text. A button is a place on th(
screen that will take you somewhen
when you click on it with the mouse
These butLOns will be a word or word:
that have been colored blue.
Also, when .you begin your rid(

see Internet, page t

Walter Goldsc hmidt gives talk on Bell Curve

RAT'S REVIEWS

of The Current Staff

J.~~I!I~

vices.
UM-St. Louis computer labs offer students two ways to experience
the 'net. You can browse the
internet using the computer
platform that you feel most
comfortable: Macintosh and
DOS machines (ie: IBM's).
If you choose to experience the internet this
way then you will be
using World
F1-.. Wide Web.
, J
This is

ed~or

"Rob Roy" is the story of a legendary 18th Century highlander, Robert Roy MacGregor, who valliantly
defends the honor of his clan, and
most of all, his wife, Mary.
MacGregor, played by Liam
Neeson, makes his living as a cattle
drover, but is known to steal one
. every now and then. MacGregor falls
into trouble when a loan given to him
by the Marquis of Montrose, played
by John Hurt, vanjshes. Rob is given
the money in order to purchase some
cattle to resell it for a hefty profit.
When the money disappears,
Montrose sends Cunningham out to
recapture it. What traspires in the rest
of the film · is a small war that
MacGregor, who claims to be innocent, wages against Montrose.
MfIIY, played by Jessica Lange, is
strong and supportive of her husband. She endures a vicious attack at
the hands of Cunningham, has her
house burned to the ground by
Montrose's troops yet still manages
to maintain her sanity.
The academy award-winning
tress does an outstanding job in the
film. Her and Neeson's perfonnances
are one two of the llIovie's strongest
points. In fact, the all-star cast of
actors and actresses do a phenomenal
job.
Unfortunately, director Michael
Canton-Jones leaves something to be
desired in this slow-flowing drama.
For the first half of the movie, he
loses the audience by jumping from
scene to scene so quickly that it was
difficult to pinpoint the fIlm's focus.
The scenes often lack a smooth transition, to make the story easier to
follow. Also, some of the witty quips
are muffled by the thick Scottish accents.
!tis difficult to follow just what's
going on as some scenes moved with-

He gave examples, referring w
book called "Races of Man," writtl
around the year 1851. The bo<
c~aimed that Blacks were a sub-sp
Cles and had data supported I
Harvard professor, Lollis Agassi
whom Goldschmidt said was perhal
the preeminent scientist of the day
Another example was more 11
caI, concerning the building of tJ
Cahokia Mounds. How could "sa'
ages" have done such sophisticat!
labor? This was a question of tJ
time, and people were so despera
for an answer other than the genuil
one, that even the idea the Cahok
Mounds were bllilt by the tribes.
Israelwas taken seriously.
How low does Goldschmidt be
lieve a racist biology can take w
During the question and answer pc

see Curve, page

u n i nt~rest i ng

out a smooth transition. One more
problem with this movie, I believe, is
that all of the characters are either
saintly or dispicable.
Tim Roth, (Pulp Fiction) played
Archibald Cunningham, an evil
henchmen employed by Montrose.
He is an effeminent Brit who seems
to have been brought into the movie
only to create choas. Cunningham is
swift with a sword and lacks any kind
of conscience-the perfect ingredients for a villain.
Eric Stoltz is Alan McDonald.

I

story

McDonald, who appears to b
MacGregor's friend atflTSt, backstal
Rob by stealing his money. He mee
his doom when Cunningham catch(
him.
Kudos to the cinematographe
costume designer, and make-up ar
ist. The shots of the deep green pa:
tures of Scotland coupled with tl
blueish-gray mountains are nothill
short of beautiful. The kilts and othe

see Movie, page f
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Liam Neeson stars as Rob Roy MacGregor. an 18th century highlander,
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Internet from page 5 .
Eudora. an electronic mail reader, to
communicate with other students using the internet. Helpful infonnation
worksheets on Eurora can be found in
SSB 103 computer lab.
There is one more thing that students of UM-St Louis need before
they can surf the 'net' -courage. Everyone needs a little courage to sit
behind that intimidating machine
known as the computer and to ask for
help if you need it.

18th century costumes worn by the
the aristocracy and the rags worn by
the peasants were seemingly accurate. I especially liked the fact that
nobody. regardless of class, had a
Pepsodem smile.
On top of the cloudiness of the
film as a whole, the ending was completely unbelievable. Rob was forced
to do battle with Cunningham, an
excellent swordsman. Naturally, Rob
beats him even though Cunningham

is 10 times better. It reminded me of
Rocky Balboa defeating the powerful Russian, Ivan Drago. Cunningham
toys with him forever but somehow
beats him with one fell swoop.
Rob Roy tends to lose the audiences attention early in the movie
and neverreally gets it back. I'm sure
the story of MacGregor is compelling, but unfortunately, the story
wasn't told as well as it could have
been. I suggest that you skip "Rob
Roy."

shows to hear the covers. On their This band sounds great whether you
new CD you will find nothing but listen to their music on CD orata live
original work.
show. I recommend both highly.
The lead guitarist, Danny Drabb,
plays a number of riffs which adds to
Bluegrass
the versatility of the band's songs.
Wild & BlueTogether with the drummer, Steve
"Come On In And Make Yourself
Hunt. the songs are intense. Thecom- At Home"
plexguitaranddrum work of "Strange
Emotion," and the soothing accomWild & Blue, the Tennesseepaniment in "Trippy Bubble Song," based bluegrass band. is out with their
demonstrate the range this band has. second Pinecastle release "Come on

in and Make Yourself at Home."
The band, consisting of a husband his wife and her sister, enlists
the help of several Nashville session
players in putting together this relellSe.
Wild and blue are David Harvey,
mandolin and guitar; Jan Harvey
(David's wife) rhythm guitar; Jill

president
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vice president

comptroller

those who
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transcript fee
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everyday
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riod, a man said that IQ tests had been
done on Jewish immigrants that
claimed to show Jews had lower intelligence; these tests were used to
keep immigrants out of this country
and caused many to die in the Holocaust.
Goldschmidt said in response,
''I'm sure. I'm sure."
He ended his speech, prior to q uestions, by saying we should not dote so
much on trying to see who is superior.
For example, in the case of young
mothers, we should be telling them
that, "If they care about kids or self,
they better learn some techniques of
parenting."
The importance of this is demonstratedby what Goldschmidtalso said,
which is that babies need 'to be caressed and handled to achieve full
growth. An ignored baby easily turns
into a stunted adult.
Professor Goldschmidt closed his
speech with words of both caution
and exhortation, saying that thinking
in "simpUstic biological tenns" characterized American thought and that
it is a constant fight "to preserve the
sense of exquisite quality ... of the
human soul."

Reviews from page 5

on April 18th & 19th please support ...

Titlow

Curve from page 5

Movie from page 5

on the 'net there is an infonnation to be on campus to use these serpage that will defme World Wide vices. Untrue! If you have a modem,
Web and its features in greater detai1. you can log on quite easily from
To make your trip on the 'net' , home using your computer system.
more enjoyable, here are some ad- Infonnation for this is also available
dresses of places you might want to in CCB.404.
visit. These addresses must be typed
To mail to other students on this
correctly inside the open window.
campus or other campuses you need
to acquire that persons online "adhttp://www.umsl.edut =This is dress." The address is usually a
UM-St. Louis' home page.
student's identification number and
http: It galaxy .ei n et.ne tt the "node."
copyright.html =This page will
The node can best be compared
search the web for any topic you can with a telephone area code except
think of.
that a node can take many forms. For
The internet is a great way to get instance, an address for a UM-St.
infonnatiori, but if you simply browse Louis student would be "student
the 'net' you will not be able to send number"@umslvma.umsl.edu,
mail to others or receive mail specifi- while the address for a popular radio
cally meant for you.
station in St.Louis is
UM-St. Louis does, however, of- KPNT@aol.com. The "@" symbol
fer this service to students as well, but looks like a dash in a phone number,
you must have an account. Accounts but it is an essential part of the adare available to registered students, . dress.
but the students sign up for an account
The Conversational Monitoring
at Computer Center Building (CCB), System (CMS) account can be used
room 451.
on both Macintosh and OOS maMany students think that you have chines. Students will be using

Beth
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-Nursing Student
-Residence Hall
-Honors College
-Golden Key National
Honors Society
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Laser Printer Repair
& Preventive Maintenance

limitations and failings, we also need
to recognize their improvement and
triumphs.
Many of The Current's staff
349-6600
members (such as myself) had never
Post Warranty: HP'Apple'QMS'Brother
written a news story or features story
Warranty Center: Canon
before we came to work here. Some
of us (such as myself) had never imagined ourselves working for a newspaper before we entered the front door
of The Current. The point is, this is
the learning ground for mostof us. By
FIND OUT FOR SURE.
no means does that excuse lack of
• FREE Pregnancy Testing
attention to detail on a personal level
• Immediate results
or sloppiness on the editorial level,
• Completely confidential
though I'll be the first to defend
• Call or walk in
someones right to make a mi$take.
Just remember, it doesn't hurt to no227-5111
725-3150 447-6477
831-6723
tice someones improvement and triumphs also; positive criticism has its
950 Francis PI. 2352 HWY 94
3347 N. HWY 67 510 Baxter Rd.
(St. Charles)
good side too. Take it for what it's
(Florissant)
(Ballwin)
(St. LDUis)
I worth; it's just a thought.
Good luck with those essays and
i
I research papers this month.
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Rivermen declawWash U. Be-a rs in 1,81_1 rou 1
I

Brady receives compliment
from one of the game's best
by Chris Cox
of The Current staff

The regulars
are back, but
are the fans?'
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor

UM -St. Louis baseball coach Jim
Brady received the ultimate complimenton Tuesday, after his team's 18- .
1 rout of Washington University.
Brady told his players what Bears
coach Ric Lessmann said to him after
the game. "He said to me, 'You're on
your way to the top,'" Brady said.
'''You've reached Division I status,
and that is a compliment to me and to
you guys. '"
Lessmann, former baseball coach
at Meramec Community College, recently won his 1,000 game and is
respected throughout the St. Louis
area for his knowledge of the game.
The Rivermen earned his respect
UM-St. Louis scored four runs in
the first inning and added six runs in
each of the next two innings. Two
more runners crossed the plate in the
fifth inning, giving the Rivermen a
18-0 lead.
The game's winning pitcher Dan
Archer missplayed a ground ball in
the sixth inning, allowing the Bears
Andrew Denlow to score and break
the shutout. Archer finished the game

and gave up just five hits.
"It was a cold day, so I was just
trying to hit my spots with some offspeed stuff," Archer said. "I wasn't
trying to overpower anybody.
"I wanted to make them hit the
ball," he said. "The defense was making the plays behind me."
In the top of the sixth inning, the
. Rivermen dispiayed their defensive
talent. A line drive to center field was
caught, and the runner from third
decided late to try to score. He was
forced into a run-down situation and
was tagged out by Rivermen third
baseman Robert Cummings.
"I've been on them about doing
the little things to get focused," Brady
said. "Quality preparation carries over
into the games."
If possible, though, most team s
would have chose to save the offensive production for a later date especially the Rivermen, who have
four games with Lincoln University
-this weekend.
"But this team is capable of[scoring runs] like this on a consistent
basis," Brady said.
The game started-off with a bang.
Rivermen second baseman Dan

The real Major League Baseball
players are back, and I for one am not
happy about it. I was rooting for the
players to hold out so the replacement players could take the field.
The replacement players made a
lot more sense for many reasons, first
the average fan could afford to go to
a game with their family or friends.
The best seats in the house cost $14
which is not nrar as expensive as the
Blues top ticket price of over $50, but
in my book it is still a lot The replacement games were going to be $7
a ticket. Now with the strike coming
to a end the tickets will jump back to
full price after the fIrst series. I hope
nobody shows up. The enticement to
go for half price was the draw for
many fans.
The other major draw was the
close seating. I bought two tickets to
the home opener and got fourth row
box seats at $7 a piece. Quite a deal.
Many of us never get the chance to sit
this close to the fIeld. When I was 11,
my uncle and I tried to sit there for a
few minutes to catch our breath. It
was a hour before a game, and we had
no more sat down than a usher ran us
off. Those tickets don't come easy,
and I was shocked that they were
available.
Replacement players were there
to play. Guys like pitcher Mike
Hinkle, the lawyer from Kansas City,
would have been interesting to
photo : Ken Dunkin
watch. These guys may not have the
John Wooden, former UCLA head coach, was present at last
pitching skill of Roger Clemens or
week's McDonalds' Ali-American b;:!sketball game. .
even Jose Cansaco, but they have
some skill. I didn't care for how the
broadcast media only show~d the
players errors. The normal players
make errors too. The replacement
players were never given a chance by
the media. They were shot down before they took flight.
Granted the Cards are making a
effort to win, they have got the best
one-two punch pit«hing in the league
since they signed Danny Jackson and
traded for Ken Hill. They also are
rumored to be picking up Pattonville
graduate Scott Cooper a good defensive and good hitting third basemen.
group of players that I end up beHopefully by the time you read the
coming very close to, and sharing
deal is done.
in their success.
All these deals are fine and
Favorite Team: 64 Cardinals.
dandy, but I still won't pay for a
Favorite Athlete: Ozzie
ticket. The key word is pay. I have
Smith.
by Rob Goedeker
followed that law for a few years
Personal hero: Dad.
of The Current staff
now. When the Cards commitment to
The one thing I can't stand
winning wasn't there, I like many
is: People that nitpick over trivial
Birthplace: St. Louis , Misfans, stopped paying for games. I
crap instead of going directly to
souri.
take free tickets, the money doesn't
the heart of the matter.
I . went to collage at: Southcome out of my pocket so I'm not
Favorite fastfootl restauwest Missouri State.
helping the organization. Until the
rant: Steak 'n Shake.
My favorite collage memory
Best movie that I've seen reorganization makes a commitment
was: Going to the World Series at
cently: Forrest Gump . I went in
towards the fans, I won't pay. They
. junior collage and at Southwest
there with a negative attitude, begot the players to come back now
Missouri State. Also, as a coach
cause I wanted to see something
they need to get the fans. A free
taking UM-SL Louis to the Collage
else that night and I came away
World Series in '93 .
,admission game or buy one game get
flabbergasted .
People who knew me in col~
a game free ticket promotion would
Favorite childhood memory:
lage said: Are you ever gonna get
get the fans interest and money back
School
picnics, and going to the
out
of
school?
.
into baseball.
park,
whether
it was fall, summer
What
lUke
best
about
coach-'
They need to do something. The
or
spring,
and
playing football,
jng:
Winning,
and
the
feeling
that
sport that so many people used to
baseball,
and
basketball
every
comes with it. Camaraderie of a
love is going, going gone from fans
memories.

In

The Rlvermen's Dave Shanahan takes a cut last week's 18-1 win over Washington University. Wltl
the win, the team (8-4 In the MIAA) Improved Its record to 20-8 on the season.
run, and Howes hit a two-run trip!!!
Chinnici was hit by a pitch and later and scored.
Two walks by Bears pitcher San
A Dietrich Evans two-run homer
scored. Josh Banks and Ken Howes
also got hits and scored in the first highlighted the second inning. Earsee Win, page
inning, and Casey Hensley walked lier in the inning, Banks doubled in a

Stars play in front of UCLA legenc
by Ken Dunkin

Kevin Garnett, the starting center NBA thing."
for the West team, won the John
Most of Garnetts collage bour
Wooden Most Val uable Player buddies had great games. Den
Future superstars shined brightly Award for his great play. Garnett led Hood a 6-foot-7 forward form KaJ
in the McDonalds' All-American both teams in rebounds with 11. This sas City had nine rebounds and I
basketball game held April 2 at the placed him fourth all time for the points. He plans to attend Arkan$<
game. He also poured in 18 points University. His high school stats aJ
Kiel Center.
The game was filled with great and blocked a game high three shots. good. He averaged 14.7 points an
"He's agood-p:la)':er, saict:Vlnce - i 9;8-re,boun-as'-. - plays, as the nations top players
Ryan Robertson had a disa
proved to everyone watching that Carter. "He is quick for a big man. He
they deserved to be chosen as the will be good wherever he goes next pointing game in front of his hom
nations best players. The West had year."
town crowd. The SL Charles We
"You can't take this game per- guard managed only one point,
the size advantage, as they had Kevin
Garnett, Kansas bound Paul Pierce, sonally at such a young age, you have lowest total in the game. Roberts
and Robert Traylor. They defeated got to have fun" said Robert Traylor. only took two shots, many rimes
the East squad 126-115. The East had "Kevin has fun, he lets the child in was looking to get his teammates
the smaller quicker players, in- him come out a lot."
best shot. He also had two assists.
Garnett still has a tough choice to
cludeding 3-point champ Stephon
The game also featured many f
Marbury, slam dunk champ Vince make. He must decide whether to go ture match-ups as many of the Al
Carter, and Wisconsin bound Sam to collage or fOrgo his collage eligi- Americans college teams ha .
bility and enter the National Basket- games scheduled against each othe
OkeY·
Pierce finished tied for second on . ball Association (NBA) draft. The Carter will attend North Caroli
the all-time points total in the game media hounded him the whole week- will be seeing a lot of Marbury w
with a 11 for 14 shooting effort. He end on when his choice would be will attend Georgia Tech.
tied Chris Webber for second, announced. Garnett refused to have
"He will be tough (to go
Michael Jordan holds the all time ariy part in that discussion.
against)," said Carter. "Stephon wi
"When I decide, it will be no be the man for his team. Here
best point total in one game with '30.
Pierce connected on three of his 3- secret," said Garnett. "I will come out guys were a little selfish so he didn
point attempts and had seven re- and get it over with, so you guys (the
see Game, page
bounds.
media) can leave me alone about the
sports editor

Coaches Comer
Featuring

Jim Brady

'Baseball head codch
single day.
Most embarrassing moment: '
One time in grade school, I was
chucking snowballs at buses, girls,
and even some of the nuns as they
were crossing the street. We
thought nobOdy could see us, but
one of the nuns saw me pop acouple
of girls in the back of the head. So,
the next day in front of an assembly,
the nun took a big thing of snow and
washed out my face in front of everybody.
Myopinion orthe recent baseball strike: I was a little bit apa. thetic. The owners had put themselves in that position, and now
they're trying to get back what they
had already given. They pushed the
players into a corner and I can see
the players' stance. They didn't
want to give up what they fought
for, but I don't think that both sides
made too much money.

Rivenivomen battle slo
starts, tough oppone'n t
by Eric Thomas
of The Current staff
The UM-St. Louis Riverwomen
have been pretty busy lately, but it's
a good busy.
They squared off against UMRolla for a double header April l.
The start of the fIrst game was delayed tWo hours because of rain, but
the Riverwomen didn't skip a beat,
winning 5-3 and 8-7 in the second
game.
Riverwomen pitcher Jill
Stockdale went the distance in the
fIrst game, and she was backed up by
stellar defense. Shortstop Nicole.
Christ made a diving shoestring
catch and then threw the ball to second baseman Stacy Rathbun for the
double play.
The Riverwomen were down 3-1
when Niki Kocis led off the sixth
inning with a double. Three other '
runners scored in the inning and the
Riverwomen took a two-run iead,
which proved to be enough.
Kocis pitched the second game
and pitChed well until she got into
sixth-inning jam. The Miners had the
winning run on first base, and
kiverwomen coach Kristi Toppins

','

~

.

decided to go to the bullpen. S
brought in Stockdale, who had
problems picking up the save.
"Tracy Kitrel played killer
center-field," Toppins said. "s
made a lot of key plays to hold
runners at the base. She's also a r
[threat] on the basepaths, alwa
thinking and moving. Batters behi
her hate to take pitches, in order to I
Tracy do her thing. She's total
amazing."
Toppins said the team rebound
from early defensive miscues.
"We were down on ourselv
throughout the game because of
few errors, but the defense stay
strong and pulled through," she .
"We didn't have problems on
fense, we knocked their pitcher
over the field from the first inni
on."
Freshman Audrey Kram
caught both games and was spectac
lar.
Toppins said the Riverwom
have been slow at getting started
games,but their concentration h
been superb.
"We don't pe~ very quick,

see Softball, page

page 8
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Win from page 7

Game from page 7

Farnsworth and two errors allowed you'd prefer to pitch in, but [Archer]
the Riverman to score six times in the ~ went out there and gave a solid perthird inning. WaShington U. used four formance," Brady said. "Danny's an
pitchers in the game. Thor Larsen . intricate part of the staff.
.
was the losing pitcher.
The Rivermen (8-4 MIAA) imArcherretired the side in the sixth proved their overall record to 20-8.
md final inning (the Rivermeilled by ~
"We stili have a ways to go, moun ~
10 runs).
tains to climb and opponents to con"These are not the conditions quer. but if we stay in this same

%e Womens Center Presents

mindset, we're going to have some
fun."

Upcoming Games
Baseball
April 11 -Southern Indiana (2) .
1:30 p.m.
April 12-SIU-Edwardsvllle
3:30 p.m.
April 14-#Plttsburg State (2)
4:00 p.m . .
April 15-Plttsburg State (2)
1 :00 p.m.
April 18- SIU-Edwardsville
TBA.
April 19-#Harrls:"Stowe 7:30

p.m.
516-53~O

211 Clark Hall

# denotes game in Ballwin,
MO.

. Softball

QUANTUM 1ECHNOWGIES

.
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349-6600
Post Warranty: HP'Apple'QMS'Brother
Warranty Center: Canon

April 11-St. Louis University
3:00 p.m.
April 14-16-Northern Iowa
Tournament
April 21-22-MIAA North/
South Shawnee, Kansas.
Home games played at ABC
. park in St. Ann.
*AII home games In bold.

get to show his moves."
Former UCLA coach John
Wooden was on hand to present the
Most Outstanding Player award,
which was presented to Kevin
Garnett of Chicago.

'I heard he was
a pretty mean coach.
He didn't like the
dunks and all that
type of play, so he
definitely would not
have liked this game.
-Vince Carter on
former UCLA coach
John Wooden
1

Wooden is known for his 82 percent winning percentage and 10
NCAA college championships.
Many players had thoughts at what it
would be like to play under him.
"I heard he was a pretty mean·
coach," said Carter. "He didn't like
the dunks and all that type of play so
he definitely would not have liked
this game."

photo: Ken Dunkin

UCLA-bound Jelanl McCoy dribbles baseline In last week's
McDonalds' AII·Amerlcan game at Klel Center.

"In th e whole world of
possibility A nth"ropology
provides a key to the door."
She ilah Clarke-E k ong,
Assistan t Profess or of
Anthropology

The Department
of Anthropology
Proudly serving the students of UM-St~ Louis
Anth ropology Courses
Fall 1995

We will see
that you get
the best that
we can offer.

•Indians of North America
•Archaeology of Missouri
-World Cultures
·Cultures of East Asia
·Old World Archaeology
• Archaeology
See Listing For Other Courses.

Call 516-6020 or Come By Rm. 500, Clark Hall.

ASIAN-PACIFIC A1\I1ERIC AN OBSERVANCE
at UM-ST. L OUIS
A pr il 17-28, 1995

In 1978 a group of Vietnamese,
after suffering cultural shock in
the United States, drafted a list of
cultural differences. The list, with
additions, is an excellentsummary
of cultural differences from an
Asian perspective.

cl
Whichever direction you decide to
$400 Cash Back or when you buy or lease a new 1 94, 1995
or 1996 Ford or Mercury car, minivan or
take we can help you get there in style,
a Special A.P.R:
light truck. So graduate to a great deal.
with a brand new Ford.or Mercury.
See your Ford or Lincoln -Mercury dealer or
• If you're a graduating senior, or a graduate student,
call 1-800-321-1536 for details~
you can get $400 Cash Back or a Special AP}{**

.·
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EAST

WEST

. We live in time.
We are always at rest.
We are passive.
We accept the world as it is.
We like to . conlemplate~
We live in peace with nature.
Religion is our fIIst love.
We deligIjt to think about the
meaning of life.
We believe in freedom of silence.
We lapse in meditation~
We marry first, then love~
Our marriage is the beginning of a
love affair~
Love is an indissoluble bond.
Our love is mute.
We try to conceal it from the
world.
Self-denial is a secret to our
survival.
We are taught from the cradle to
want less and less .
We glorify austerity and
renunciation.
Poverty is to us a badge of spiritual

We live in space.
We are always on the move.
We are aggressive~
We try to change it according to our
blueprint.
We like to act.
We try to impose our will on nature.
Technology is our passion.
We delight in physics.
We believe in freedom of speech.
We strive fo r articulation.
We love firs t, then marry.
Our marriage is the happy end of a
romance.
Love is a contract.
Our love is vocal.
We delight in showing it to others.
Self-assertiveness is the key to our

e l eyation ~

ill LINCOLN
Mercury ~

~,:::.~ r.~r'npt

<lntinn PI::In. u To be eliaible. you must Qraduate with a bachelor's dearee .

success~

We are urged every day to want
more and more.
We emphasize gracious living and
enjoyment.
Poverty is to us a sign of
degradation.
We retire to enjoy the fruits of our
labor.

In the sunset years of life we
renounce the world and prepare for
the hereafter.
Source: Social Work Practice with Asian Americans.
Edited bv Furutn ~ Ri,w ", ~ r.hllna Mllmop .< :h,,";ff
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Snider (Jan's sister), bass. Special
guests on this album include: Jim
Britton,banjo; Kenny Malone, drums;
Bobby Hicks, fiddle; Mark Howard,
guitar; and Gene Wooten, dobro.
Among the most impressive songs
on this disk are the title track, "Quit
While I'm Behind," "When Someone Wants to Leave," "You Were
Only Foolin' ," and "You Must Come
in the Door," all feature Jan's powerful lead vocals backed by her sister
Jill's equally impressive tenor voice.
The soothing vocal harmonies on
"Mountain Memories" on which Jill
takes a turn singing lead, the harmony is as tight and effortless as is
only possible between siblings.
"Sooner or Later," the fourth
track, is an old-timey tune that features Daveon lead vocals. The vocals
on this one are great, but the recording level on the instruments is so low
as to render them unnoticeable
throughout most of the song.
There are many stellar performances on this disk both vocally and
instrumentally, but the overall feel
for me is that the band never quite
jeUs except on the five or six songs
noted earlier.

--Michael J. Urness

Pop/Rock
Mary Lou Lordself titled
At 28, Mary Lou Lord has doneit
all. She's spent years singing and
playing guitar on the platforms of
Boston's subway system, traveled in
Europe, and most recently released
her fIrst full-length CD on the Kill
Rock S tars label.
The first track, "Lights Are
Changing," wrinen by the British
band Bevis Frond, is the only one on
the album that features the
accompanyment of a band (Bikini
Kill), and surprisingly, it's one of the
best It features Brian Dunton, bass
and guitars; Mike Leahy, guitars; Paul
Harding, drums; Wally Gagel, tambourine; and Julia Hatfield, backing
vocals.
The second and one of the most
moving tracks on this disc is
"Helsinki," a song of longing and
disparc.
On "That Kind of Girl" Lord
disects the relationship of a posible

'Don Juan DeMarco'is charming, adventurous
by Scott Lamar

features editor

Mary Lou Lord
she'li take half your world
Why does he love that kind of

rival and her love interest.
girl

Country' s just for bumpldns
that's what she always said
She likes smashing pumpldns
She'll smash one on you head

Johnny Depp, I feel is the perfect actor for the role
.of the fabled 18th centurY Spanish nobleman, Don Juan.
Or at least someone who thinks he is Don Juan.
Depp's accent is believable and his words are almost hypnotic. At the beginning of the film, I felt that
'Don Juan' would be comical, if not stupid. After all,
Depp was parading around witha black mask, boots and
cape. He reminded me of Zorro.
Fortunalely ,Demarco's psychiaLrist,Dr. John
Mickler, played by Marlon Brando, saves the young
man from killing himself.
Mickler, a burned-out clinician on the verge of
retirement, has DeMarco committed for a ten day evaluation.
During their sessions, DeMarco recounts his sexual
conquests, all 1502 of them , in a romantic, fascinating
tale.
DeMarco's tales/imagination take him all over the
globe. The fact that everyone is aganst him adds to his
on-screen appeal.
Although it seemS that being with so many women
would be disgusting as well as dangerous, Don Juan has
a charm that pulls the audience into the story.
Don Juan DeMarco is a must see for anybody with
a vivid imagination and a zest for love.

Other prime tracks on this CD
include "His Indie World" and
"He'd Be A Diamond," the later
also written by the Bevis Frond.
Her breathy, seductive voice
along with her introspective and
thought provoking lyrics make
Lord a formidable force in either
the folk or pop arena.
- Micluiel J. Urness

And she can play the victim
and she can victimize
She' ll play you off your brother
right there infront of your eyes
(refrain)
Careful don't give her an inch

MoviIig I-Iome
for the Summer?

Johnny Depp, Marlon Brando and Faye
Dunaway star In "Don Juan DeMarco"

First Christian Church·
of Florissant
a Christ-Centered,
Bible -Teaching,
Non -Denominational
Church
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2890 Patterson Road
Florissant, MO63031
31~-837-2269~~ ~M-C~

It's O ne Of The Most Useful Credit Cards O n The
Planet. Unless You've Stolen It.

Your MasterCard®' is stolen. You panic.You

get angry. You panic some more. Then you call and cancel it. Now the thief is

In posseSSIon

of, oh, about seven cents worth of stolen plastic. (Maybe he can use it as a

coaster when he entertains at the hideout.) So relax. You only have

to pay for stuff that you bnught, and you can even get a new card

~

the ·next day: It'll be accepted at millions of locations, one of

g.
which must sell wallets.

. .. .

MasterCard. ItJs more than a credit card. ItJs smart

· Cu laitl (Q lldiriotlS app ly
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's
learning process," Toppins
id. "We focus on using our talents
ficiently, and we're on our way up
e hill to No.1."
Starting in left field was another
~shman, Julie Schwartz. Schwartz
ent 2 for 2 in the fust game and had
sacrifice fly RBI in the second
une. Schwartz has not had a lot of
aying time up to this point, but
oppins said when she calls,
;hwartz answers.
"J ulie has a great attitude,"
~ppins said. "She's spent her time
1 the bench, as do the majority of
eshmen, arid has exerted a lot of

time and effort into the tearn."
Southwest Baptist 5-6, UM-St.
Louis 3-0
Southwest Baptist led 2-1 in the
sixth inning, and increased their margin to 5-1 on three Ri verwomen errors. UM-St. Louis scored one in the
seventh inning, but it wasn't enough.
The Riverwomen fell behind from
the start of the second game and they
couldn't rebound.
Columbia College 4-5, UM-St.
Louis 3-3 "
Next was Colombia College on
April 5, but things didn't pan out in
our favor.

Stockdale pitched a near superb
second game, but the defense didn't
help out, perhaps due to the many
changes employed by Toppins.
Nicole Barrett switched positions
with Stacy Rathbun, moving from
left field to second base. It took time,
but the two players .have adjusted
well.
Diane Mooney followed in
Stockdale, pitching three and twothirds innings. She had great control
and movement, and she kept the ball
down. Vicki Tepen came in and
pitched the final two and a third innings. She got the Riverwoman out

of a bases-loaded jam, but it was on a
day the offense wasn't producing.
UM-St. Louis 2-5, McKendree
College 1-7
The Riverwomen won the rust
game of the twin-bill with Kocis on
the mound. Kocis limited the hits,
moved the ball well and showed
strength along with control.
In the second game, Kocis put the
Riverwomen on the board with an
RBI double that scored Nicole
Christ.
Nicole Barrett led off the fifth
inning with a single, and Christ followed with one of her own. After a

walk: to Kitrel to load the bases,
Rathbun slapped a base hit, scoring
Barrett from third base. DJ. Martin
followed up with a triple to right
field, scoring two more.
McKendree scored two runs in
the top of the sixth inning to gain a 74 lead.
Patton doubled in Rathbun, who
reached base early in the inning, to
bring the Riverwomen to within two
runs.
The Riverwomen led off with a
single in the bottom of the seventh
inning, and Kocis advanced the runner to second base. They picked up

College Life:
AFew
sTo ow

another base hit and had the winning
run at the plate with one out. Martin
battled the McKendree pitcher, but
bounced into a game-ending double
play.
"We really worked hard out there
today to keep the intensity at all
times," Stockdale said. "In the second game we found ourselves playing catch-up again, but our offense
didn't deliver like it could have."
The Ri verwomen played Central
Missouri State, Mi ssouri Southern
and Pittsburg Stale over the weekend, but the scores were not available
as Th e Current went to press.

Would you like
to try your hand
at writing or editing ?
Now's the perfect time to find
out.
There are just
two more issues of Th e
Current left this
semester.
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But positions
for next yea r
will fill quickly.
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WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNK
ONE MORE'FOR
THE ROAD
CAN HAVE AN
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ENTIRELY
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MEANING.
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Alcohol quickly affects your judgme~t,

SF

balance. and coordin atio n. Don't
dri nk and ride. Or Your la (
drink might be your last drink. ,1111

' --800 .. c.OLlfCT.j~

Hey, on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule.
And it's not just about bei.ng smart in the classroom, it's about being wise
with your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call,
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
something that's easy: KNOWTHE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money. You'll be glad you did.
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Research gave
him a future
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